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Presentation: Stability envelopes for 
autonomous drivetrain induced braking 
functions, Jolle Ijkema, Scania 






• Technical Manager Handling & Steering
• Scania since 1995 
• Vehicle Dynamics in many aspects
12 May 2021 Info class public RTCD / Jolle IJkema / Stability envelopes 2
Who’s speaking?
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Autonomous drivetrain induced brake functions
12 May 2021 Info class public RTCD / Jolle IJkema / Stability envelopes 5
Maximizing battery range
How much energy can we regenerate? 
When it sometimes is slippery?
When the vehicle sometimes is empty?
When we’re not going straight ahead? 













































Steering wheel angle [º]








• peak yaw rate




Braking of rear axle only through diagnose SW
27 January 2018 Info class internal RTCD / Jolle IJkema / Stability Testing Driveline Torque 8
Proof of concept
Rear axle braking with ABS Fz,rear = 53 kN
ABS keeps the forces 
inside Friction ellipse 
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Peak Yaw rate during Retarder braking
no overshoot









4 Retarder force vs Initial lateral acceleration
Proof of concept
Retarder braking, Fz,rear = 53 kN
Observations outside friction
ellipse gave instability
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How to implement the stability envelope?
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Scania BEV






tyre sizes 315/80, 
315/70 and 315/60
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Use case example


















Friction ellipse = 0.25 for 5 pack BEV1
Friction ellipse = 0.25 for 9 pack BEV1
Worst case brake force ECO mode
Worst case brake force STD mode
Our BEV does not 
regenerate on 
throttle release in 
ECO-mode
• Keep it simple 
− stick to physics: friction ellipse
− not everyone understands vehicle dynamics
− wheel slip control is tricky
• Concept of stability envelope
− useful for product verification
− HARA controllability criteria
− future implementation
• Need for Friction estimation (the holy grail)
− can bring more performance to our products
12 May 2021 Info class public RTCD / Jolle IJkema / Stability envelopes 15
Summary
Presentation: Optimal design and control of 
high capacity transport, Toheed Ghandriz, 
Volvo Technology & Chalmers 
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 1
Optimal design and control of high-capacity road transport
Toheed Ghandriz
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 2Picture: fleet vehicles, www.publicareinziar.info
▪ How can the road freight transportation efficiency and productivity be
increased by electrification and automation?
▪ How can the longitudinal and lateral motion be controlled in an
optimal manner, considering the minimum energy usage and safety?
Main questions:
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Mathematical models and optimization methods
▪ Fleet total cost of ownership (TCO)
The depreciation of purchase price:
• vehicle chassis and powertrain 
components
• infrastructure
The yearly operational cost:
• diesel fuel 
• electric energy
• driver
• vehicle maintenance 
• taxes and insurance
• discount rate (or interest)
• transportation mission management 
system (TMMS)
TCO also includes the economic lifetime, rest (or 
resale) value, and the battery rest value considering 
battery health.
3
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 4
Integrated vehicle-infrastructure design








Volvo Group Trucks Technology
TCO/ton/year
(€/ton/year)
Capacity utilization: 50 %100 % 33 % 25 %
6.8 12.5
100 %100 % 66 % 50 %Capacity utilization:
9.5 11
9.5 12 15.5 18
Integrated vehicle-infrastructure design
Why longer heavier vehicles?




Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Capacity utilization: 100 %100 % 100 % 75 %




Why longer heavier vehicles?







Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Integrated vehicle-infrastructure design

































































































































































































Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Integrated vehicle-infrastructure design































































Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Integrated vehicle-infrastructure design

















Predominantly flat road, 320 km, tractor-semitrailer
11
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Predictive energy management and motion control
As the result of vehicle-infrustructure opimization
vehicles with distributed propulsion on different axles
may appear.
Their energy optimality and safe operation on roads 
must be assured.
12
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
• Increasing road safety
13
Predictive energy management and motion control animation








𝑔: system dynamic DAE
ℎ: inequality constraints
ො𝑥: initial (or estimated) states























trip time, … 
14
Mathematical models and optimization methods
Predictive energy management and motion control
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Mathematical models and optimization methods
▪ Vehicle dynamic motion
Yaw plane motion with load transfer, 
one- and two- track models, coupled 
lateral and longitudinal dynamics, 
nonlinear combined slip tire model, 
with experimental validation.
15
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Mathematical models and optimization methods
▪ Vehicle dynamic motion
Experimental verification
Yaw rate (YR), brake in curve maneuver
16
Volvo Group Trucks Technology






Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Mathematical models and optimization methods
▪ Operational environment and operating cycles 
Velocity limit
Transportation network road map
18
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 20
A-double motion (animation)
Predictive energy management and motion control
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 21
A-double motion, braking the dolly’s 2nd axle (animations)
Predictive energy management and motion control
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Predictive energy management and motion control
Combined tire slip model and multitrailer dynamic
motion also need to be taken into account.  
22
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 23
Optimally controlled A-double motion (animations)
Predictive energy management and motion control
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Predictive energy management and motion control
24
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Predictive energy management and motion control
Lateral force
Friction brake force
Electric force by EMs
Force by ICE
Limits of the total force
Limits of the lateral force
Optimal forces but unstable
vehicle
Optimal forces and stable vehicle
25
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Predictive motion control
High-speed off-tracking minimization using NMPC:
• combined steering, braking and propulsion control
• coupled lateral and longitudinal dynamcis
• steerable dolly
No optimal control With optimal control
26
animations
Volvo Group Trucks Technology
Predictive motion control
Combined steering, braking and propulsion





Volvo Group Trucks Technology 29
Main conclusion
Profitable, efficient and safe road freight transportation can be achieved by optimizing vehicles and 
infrastructure, and simultaneous optimal control of energy usage and vehicle motion on roads. 
Volvo Group Trucks Technology 30
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Presentation: High Capactiy Transport in 
Sweden, Jesper Sandin, VTI 
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High Capacity Transports (HCT)
Challenge




 Build new infrastructure
– Expensive
– Takes time
– Environmental impact remains
 Introducing HCT vehicles
– Fewer vehicles needed
– Higher energy efficiency
– Reduced emissions (CO2)
– Higher transport efficiency




“The program aims to create 
conditions for introduction of 
HCT in a designated part of the 
Swedish road network in 
describing and developing 
problem scenarios, 
development needs, possible 































Based on countries that have long experience of HCT on a larger scale
Lower accident risk compared to the conventional truck fleet
 Canada: HCTs are 2.5 to 5 times safer
 Australia: HCTs have 76% less accidents
– But the cost of each crash may be higher
Why?
 Fewer vehicles are needed for transport
 Vehicles customized for the transport tasks and roads (through PBS)
 Special permit required: 
– Designated transport routes, restrictions on speed, time of day, road and weather conditions
– Australia: monitoring of truck mass and route (IAP)
 Safe and experienced drivers
 Higher degree of control of, and within, hauliers
– Accepted because of the productivity gains
High safety performance of HCTs – Why?
Thinkstock
Thinkstock
An HCT in Sweden is longer than 25.25m and/or heavier than 64tonnes
 74 tonne HCTs are allowed on designated road networks
Definition of HCT in Sweden
Double trailer with containers (GVW 60tonne, length 32m)
Fears that overtaking-related crashes increase with longer HCTs 
 Field study on undivided two-lane road and 2+1 road
– The 30m ETT-vehicle, and a 24 m reference vehicle
– Meeting margins used as an indirect risk measure
– Meeting margins somewhat smaller (ca 0,3 s) for the HCT  (not stat. sign.)
– Meeting margins also influenced by road width and traffic volume
– Car drivers don’t remember that they have passed a longer vehicle
Risk estimation of overtaking maneuvers
Purpose:
 Measure lateral distance and estimate 
subjective risk perception when bicyclists 
are passed by longer truck combinations 
(~32m) on undivided two-lane roads
 Comparison with conventional trucks and 
passenger cars
Theoretically side forces due to turbulence 
depend on
 Lateral distance
 Front area of passing vehicle 
 Speed of passing vehicle
Bicycle study (planned)
Foto: Xxlphoto/Mostphotos
Foton: Katja Kircher, Linda Corper, VTI
Foton: Katja Kircher, Linda Corper, VTI
Foto: duo2.nu
 Formal and informal demands and instructions
– Do not exceed 80km/h
– Carry no overload
– No accidents or traffic remarks
– Demands are understood and even appreciated
– Must plan better and drive without taking risks
 Increased weight and length require more planning when driving
 More axles
– Increase stability
– Affect startability on low friction (less load on driving axle) and more wheels to roll
– Braking capacity is fully adequate
 Appropriate driver characteristics
– Few years experience
– Interest in the work and the vehicles
– Be calm, stress resistant, planning ability, good driving style
 Concerns about traffic diversions in case of accidents or roadwork
Interviews with HCT drivers
 The crash violence increases with collision speed and truck weight – up to a certain degree:
– The truck weight becomes less important at a weight ratio above 1:10
– Truck weights exceeding 40t have a minor worsening effect
Theoretical effect of truck weight in frontal collisions
FHWA (2000)
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 Time period: 2009-2018
 # accidents involving selected HGV combinations: 4 070
 Share of total # accidents (examples):
– Single: 19%
– Rear-end accidents where truck is “striking vehicle”: 13.5%
– Truck has changed lane into adjacent lane: 11%
– Oncoming accidents where truck went into the opposite lane: 3.5%
 For truck and trailer combinations (24-25.25m):
– A larger share of single and rear-end accidents are associated with 
winter road conditions
Ongoing survey of accidents with conventional HGVs
Two examples of studies:
 USA: assumption that HCTs would lead to a 10% 
reduction of total truck travel (Woodroffe 2016)
– This would generate appr. $16 billion, save 330 lives and 
prevent 4 000 injuries per year
 Sweden (reversed research question and analysis): 
– If the allowed vehicle dimensions were reduced from 
25.25m/60t to 18.75m/40t (Vierth et al. 2008):
– “… would lead to large economic losses. Transport costs 
would increase in particular, but significant cost increases 
would also occur in the areas of road safety, exhaust 
emissions and noise emissions.”
Effect estimation on traffic safety and societal costs 
 Questions and assumptions:
– Assume same amount of transported goods and 
no shifts between modes 
– Will the type of transported goods affect the 
results? 
– To what degree can longer HCTs replace 
conventional trucks of different types?
– On which road categories may longer HCTs be 
allowed?
– Example: If HCTs are allowed on undivided two-
lane roads which are associated with the most 
severe crashes, then fewer number of trucks 
would reduce the risk of those crashes. 
– However we do not know if HCTs will increase 
the risk of other types of crashes.
 If HCTs were allowed to various degrees in Sweden?
 Purpose of next study
– Base the analysis on an ongoing survey of accidents with 
conv. heavy trucks from 2009 to 2018
– Focus on combination type and length and correlation with 
personal injuries (=costs)
Effect estimation on traffic safety and societal costs 
Truck accidents
Presentation: Remote driving operation, Lin 
Zhao, KTH  
REmote Driving Operation (FFI-REDO)  
Real world state feedback for teleoperated drivers
Lin Zhao








© Integrated Transport Research Lab 2
Problems in remote driving
1. Similar to game and no real world feeling.
Possible method: Steering and seat force feedback
2. Delay problem during the signal transmission.
Possible method: Vehicle dynamic state prediction
3.  The vehicle characteristics like speed, yaw rate is
different from real driving. 
Possible method: Force feedback
4.  The driving accuracy could decrease compared with real 
driving. 








© Integrated Transport Research Lab 3
Research platform
RCV-E and Driving Simulator. 
RCV: Research Concept Vehicle
© Integrated Transport Research Lab 4
© Integrated Transport Research Lab
Remote driving platform verification
5
© Integrated Transport Research Lab
HIL verification
 This platform is integrated with Carmaker Vehicle Simulation software
for Hardware In Loop (HIL) verification.
 The feedback model verification is conducted on CarMaker software 
based HIL platform before the formal test.
6
© Integrated Transport Research Lab
Steering system comparison between 
remote driving and real vehicle
7
1. http://blog.autointhebox.com/car-steering-system.html
Real vehicle steering system Remote driving steering system
Key challenge: How to generate the real vehicle feeling in remote driving?
© Integrated Transport Research Lab 8
Feedback force generation
Tire dynamic characteristics 
based steering feedback











© Integrated Transport Research Lab 9
Assessment of driver workload 
• Hardware setting: the same steering system (Logitech G29)
• Subjective assessment: Safety, ease of use, real world feeling 
and so on.  
• Objective assessment: Driver EEG signal, Heart rate change, 
SRR.
Test arrangement 
© Integrated Transport Research Lab 10
Driver learning rate (Pre-test)















Driver learning rate with EEG signal (Pre-
test)












1. The role of the scale and the frequency bandwidth of steering wheel vibration on road surface recognition. 8th International Symposium on 
Advanced Vehicle Control (AVEC '06) , Taipei, Taiwan, Aug 20-24th 2006,
© Integrated Transport Research Lab
Broken road Tarmac road Forest roadCobblestone road
2. Road type based feedback force generation
13
1. Formal test at Arlanda Test Track
• Professional drivers to feel the differences between models.
• More participants to verify the data collection of workload between models.
• Investigating the difference of path following accuracy between remote driving and 
real driving. 
Question and Discussion
© Integrated Transport Research Lab 14
© Integrated Transport Research Lab
Thank you for your listening
Presentation: Automated Comfortable 




Docking at Bus Stops


















• The comfort model.
• Optimization problem formulation.

























1.1. Autonomous docking 
(geometric constraints): accepted 
paper at ECC21.






• The comfort model.
• Optimization problem formulation.




• System performance (e.g., fuel consumption, parking time) can be improved by higher 
acceleration/deceleration than normal.
• However, the risk of passengers losing their balance is increased, especially for standing passengers.
2021-05-31
Why optimizing comfort?
• System performance (e.g., fuel consumption, parking time) can be improved by 
accelerating/decelerating.
• However, the risk of passengers losing their balance is increased, especially for standing 
passengers.
• Ride comfort is a combined effect of acceleration and jerk (coupled).
• A comfort model is needed.
9
Acceptability of discomfort rated by passengers given in 
percentage. The higher is the least acceptable. [1]





• The comfort model.
• Optimization problem formulation.
• Results: simulations and experiments.
2021-05-31
• Derived by fitting the data in [1] to a curve.
• Resulting curve: a function that couples the effect of acceleration and jerk:
11




𝐴1 = 𝟏 , 𝑗, 𝑗
2
𝐴2 = [𝟏 , 𝑗, 𝑗
2 , 𝑗3 ]
𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3 : constant coefficient vectors
𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑗 : point on path, acceleration, and jerk
[1]. Powell, Jonathan P., and R. Palacín. "Passenger stability within moving railway vehicles: limits on maximum longitudinal acceleration." Urban Rail Transit 1.2 (2015): 95-103.






• The comfort model.
• Optimization problem formulation.
• Results: simulations and experiments.
2021-05-31
The Vehicle model
• Kinematic bicycle model.









   
   
   
   
   
   
   









The bus stop geometry









Arendals Skans bus stop (Google maps) Path as seen from the bus navigation system
2021-05-31
The Optimal Control Problem (OCP)
• The objective function minimizes:
16
𝐽 𝒙, 𝒖, 𝑧 = 𝒙 𝑠𝑓 − 𝒙𝑓 𝑄𝑓
2
+ 𝑧 + 0׬




a target final state
𝑄𝑓 , 𝑅: weighting matrices
2021-05-31
The Optimal Control Problem (OCP)
• The objective function.




ሚ𝐽 𝒙, 𝒖, 𝑧
𝐬𝐮𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭 𝐭𝐨
𝑥 𝑘 + 1 = ሚ𝑓 𝑥 𝑘 , 𝑢 𝑘 , 𝑘 = 0, . . . 𝑘𝑓 − 1
𝑔 𝑥, 𝑘 ≤ 0, 𝑘 = 1, . . . 𝑘𝑓
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑘 ≤ 𝑥 𝑘 ≤ 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, . . . 𝑘𝑓
𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑘 ≤ 𝑢 𝑘 ≤ 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑘 , 𝑘 = 0, . . . 𝑘𝑓 − 1











• The comfort model.
• Optimization problem formulation.




Total acceleration, total jerk, and discomfort profile
2021-05-3120







The autonomous trajectory was loaded, and comfort was assessed 




Manual vs. optimal trajectory
Optimal vs. manual drive
2021-05-3124
Simulation: notice the speed profile around the beginning of the bus stop Speed profile of manual vs. optimal trajectory
Optimal vs. manual drive
2021-05-31
How to proceed from here?
• Plans are made for further tests at Volvo, to log the acceleration data.




• This project is supported by the Swedish State Innovation Agency, VINNOVA and Region 
Västra Götaland.




Presentation: Alternative Input Devices for 
Steer-by-Wire Systems, Matthijs Klomp, VCC 
Alternative Input Devices for 
Steer-by-Wire Systems





• Provide a solution for manual steering in autonomous 
cars
• Minimal space-usage and modification to the vehicle 
interior
• Should be able to handle parking and low speed 
maneuvers safely
2020.04.29 Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary
Hardware
• Brushless DC motor with Hall sensors 
and encoder
• Planetary gearbox 33:1
• Torque sensor emulator
• Vector VN8911
Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary2020.06.04
EPOS4 EB Micro
Part number 638677
2020.04.29 Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary
Control strategy
Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary2020.06.04
Prototype
Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary
• “Plug and play” for the Volvo SPA-platform
• Only minor modification to the steering gear
2020.06.04
2020.04.29Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary
User study 
2020.04.29 Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary
43 people here at Volvo,
25 of which answered the evaluation form
• In what scenario do you see yourself driving a car with 
an alternative steering device?
• What did you think about the driver experience?
Hällered proving grounds












Viktor Alkelin & Casper Christiansen, Security Class: Proprietary2020.06.04
Thank you
Presentation: Front seat 
Passenger experience of ride comfort 
in passenger cars, Xiaojuan Wang, CEVT & 
Chalmers 










——— TEAM ∙ Chalmers University of Technology ———
Anna-Lisa Osvalder
Professor in Design & Human Factors
• Sustainable urban mobility
• Safe and efficient human machine systems
• Sustainable product use
• Healthy work system and ergonomics
Patrik Höstmad
Associate Professor in Applied Acoustics, 
• Urban Sound Environments
• Rolling Noise, Rolling Resistance and Safety
• Vehicle Acoustics
• Human Perception of Sound and vibrations 






















——— Factors of Ride Comfort ———
• Vibrations & Noise













COMFORT                           
Human factors
• single factor 





——— User study ∙ Ride comfort and NVH ———
• simultaneous factors
• real-world driving scenarios






















Acc & Dec, 0 to 
50km/h, 20% 
throttle




Acc & Dec, 50 to 
















——— User study ∙ Ride comfort and NVH ———
• How to assess comfort and discomfort?
• comfort
• well-being and relaxation 
• not change with time
• discomfort 
• physical constraints, poor biomechanics, NVH
• accumulate with time




——— User study ∙ Ride comfort and NVH ———
• What to assess in the questionnaires?
• static comfort
• ingress, roominess, visibility
• seat adjustment, seat support
• seat belt adjustment, seat belt position
• air quality, lighting, temperature
• dynamic discomfort
• roominess, relaxed position
• seat support






——— User study ∙ Ride comfort and NVH ———
• What to discuss in the follow-up interview?
• the experiences of overall ride comfort
• the reasons for the rating
It is only a 
matter of 
seat!
No! It is a 
matter of 
vibration!








——— Static Comfort ———
• Factors for static comfort
• ingress, roominess, seat adjustment, seat support
• hard to explain ingress, but easy to compare
• lateral clearance
• the adjustment of length, backrest, headrest




——— Dynamic Discomfort ———
Factors for dynamic discomfort
• not enough support in the conventional car






• Review of 115 papers
• Most affected human body parts
• Vibrations in passenger cars
• Preferable seat dimensions
• Impact of demographic properties
• Application of current standards
• Future demands on ride comfort





Noise and vibration influence on overall ride comfort 
in a conventional passenger car under different 
driving scenarios
• the factors for static comfort & dynamic 
discomfort
• the combined effects under different scenarios
——— Future Publications ———
Noise and vibration influence on overall ride comfort 
in an electrical passenger car under different driving 
scenarios
• the factors for static comfort & dynamic 
discomfort and the combined effects
• the comparison with a conventional car
Human responses to sounds and vibrations in 
passenger cars
• the sounds and vibrations in a conventional car 
and an electrical car
• human responses to sounds and vibrations
Towards a methodology for prediction of overall ride 
comfort for front seat occupant in passenger cars
• the method of subjective assessment & objective 
measurements
• the future implication in virtual analysis tools
14
——— For the future ———
• the critical inputs
• motions, vibrations & 
sounds from the real-
world measurements
• the objective criteria
• larger samples
• controlled test environments
• both short-term and long-
term test scenarios
• future seat architecture
15
——— For the future ———
• the critical inputs
• motions, vibrations 
from the real-world 
measurements
• the objective criteria
• large diversities of subjects
• static & dynamic factors
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Presentation: Motion Sickness in 
Autonomous Vehicles, Ilhan Yunus, VCC & 
KTH 
Presentation: New Mobility Engineering 
master programme, Erik Hulthén and Giulio 
Bianchi Piccinini, Chalmers  
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
DEVELOP TOMORROW’S MOBILITY SYSTEMS!
MCS, 120 CR, 2 YEARS
MASTER’S PROGRAMME
New MP integrating aerospace, automotive
engineering, marine technology and railway
technology
Giulio Bianchi Piccinini















• Less development time






• To develop safe, sustainable, high-performance mobility solutions.
• To understand features, design requirements and challenges of the
present and future mobility solutions.
• To gain a holistic knowledge of mobility solutions and the ability to










Giulio Bianchi Piccinini             giulio.piccinini@chalmers.se     5
Study plan – Aerospace
5
Mandatory course for all profiles
Mandatory course for aerospace






Study plan – Automotive engineering 
Mandatory course for all profiles
Mandatory course for automotive engineering






Study plan – Automotive engineering 
Mandatory course for all profiles
Mandatory course for automotive engineering
Elective course for automotive engineering
Vehicle safety
Red threads:
• Active safety and crash prevention
• Passive safety and crashworthiness
8
Study plan – Automotive engineering 
Mandatory course for all profiles
Mandatory course for automotive engineering






Study plan – Marine technology
9
Mandatory course for all profiles
Mandatory course for marine technology




Study plan – Railway technology
10
Mandatory course for all profiles
Mandatory course for railway technology








Project work within each profile










Students admitted from 17 countries in 2020*
*Students admitted within Master Programme in
Automotive Engineering (MPAUT) and Naval
Architecture and Ocean Engineering (MPNAV)
14
Examples of career opportunities
14
Within automotive, railway, aerospace and naval:
• Research and development
• Design engineering and simulation
• Manufacturing and operation
• Sales
• Testing
• Technical support and maintenance
15
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Presentation: Vehicle Engineering master 
programme, Mikael Nybacka, KTH 
Master program in
Vehicle Engineering
Road vehicle Rail vehicle
Program responsible: 
Mikael Nybacka, KTH Vehicle Engineering and Solid Mechanics
Vehicle engineering 
- some quick facts
Two-year programme (120 ECTS credits) given in English
Two tracks, road and rail vehicles
600-700 applicants and 300 1st hand applicants over the last 5 years 
Admitted 53 students 2021 (14% acceptance rate)
Around 1/3 Swedish and 2/3 international students
2KTH    Master’s Programme in Vehicle Engineering
Specific entry requirements
3KTH    Master’s Programme in Vehicle Engineering
• A bachelor’s degree, or equivalent, corresponding to 180 ECTS 
credits, with courses in
- Mathematics and programming: must include 
• (i) differential and integral calculus in several variables, 
• (ii) linear algebra, 
• (iii) numerical analysis), 
• (iv) ordinary and partial differential equations and integral transforms, 
• (v) basic control theory, 
• (vi) mathematical statistics and 
• (vii) basics of programming in a higher programming language 
• equivalent to at least 25 ECTS credits in total.
- Applied mechanics: must include 
• (i) rigid body mechanics, 
• (ii) solid mechanics, 
• (iii) fluid mechanics and 
• (iv) thermodynamics, 
• equivalent to at least 20 ECTS credits in total.
• future demands and challenges,
• vehicles components and functions,
• vehicles dynamic properties and interaction with its environment,
• active vehicle systems for safety, monitoring and comfort,
• vehicles role in the transport system and in society.
Learning goals
You will learn about:




•Vehicle Dynamics Project Course Part I
•Theory and Methodology of Science with 
Applications
Road / Rail 
Vehicles
• Rail Vehicle Technology
• Rail Vehicle Dynamics
• Electric Traction
• Railway Signalling System
Conditional 
compulsory 
•Choose courses from a specified course 
list relating to Vehicle design, Functional 
design, Structural design, Control 
design, Transport systems and Vehicle 
engineering.
Elective




•Thesis work (30 credits) in a vehicle 
engineering field of your interest. 









• Road Vehicle Dynamics
• Internal Combustion Engines I
• Hybrid Vehicle Drives
Program structure
Road Vehicles Rail Vehicles
Lightweight Structures and FEM 
Experimental Structure Dynamics
Structural Optimisation and Sandwich Design
Vehicle Acoustics and Vibration 
Flow Acoustics 
Vehicle Aerodynamics 
Comp. Vehicle Aerodynamics 
Mechatronics basic course 
Robust mechatronics 
Dynamics and Motion Control 
Control Theory and Practice, Adv. 
Applied Vehicle Dynamics Control 
Model Predictive Control
Urban modelling and decision
Traffic Engineering Management 
Transport Data Collection and Analysis
Traffic Simulation Modelling and Application 
Vehicle Dynamics Project course (Part 2)
Engineering acoustics
Fluid mechanics, basic course
Fluid mechanics for engineers
Fluid Mechanics
Sustainable vehicle design


















7KTH    Master’s Programme in Vehicle Engineering
Experiment vehicles and test tracks
MSC thesis examples
8
Energy efficient propulsion whith in-wheel motors
Fy
Mz
Simulation model of a iron ore carridge




KTH    Master’s Programme in Vehicle Engineering
EIT Urban Mobility Master School
9KTH    Master’s Programme in Vehicle Engineering
Duration: 2 years (120 ECTS)
Educational level: second-cycle
Language of instruction: English
30 ECTS of business-orientated 
character focusing on innovation 
and entrepreneurship.
90 ECTS of a specific 
engineering specialisation.
Students that graduate from the 
program will be awarded a 
double degree from KTH and 
from the other university where 
the student studies.
2 or 3 additional programmes 







Research groups Rail vehicles, Vehicle 
dynamics, Aero dynamics and Conceptual 
vehicle design




KTH    Master’s Programme in Vehicle Engineering
Poster: Improving Vehicle Dynamics 
Development Process by combining 
simulation and motion platform 
simulator, Lidong Wang, Chalmers 
Offline Simulation System
Driver-in-Loop (DIL) Simulation System
Double Master Thesis: Vehicle Dynamics Development Process
Student: Wang, Lidong
Examiner: Bengt J H Jacobson
Supervisor: Ingemar Johansson
In this thesis, a vehicle dynamics development process 
for the concept engineering phase that includes offline
simulation tools and a motion driving simulator is being 
used. The process will allow test drivers to give feed 
back in the early stage of concept design and system 
engineering, especially before test vehicles being built. 
The process aims at reducing the time and cost in the 
whole vehicle dynamics developing process. 
Abstract
• Developing tools and methods to work with offline 
simulations and the driving simulator for the next 
phase of development.
• An analysis of different ways to use the same vehicle 
model in offline simulation and in the driving 
simulator.
• A procedure for developing vehicle dynamic 
performance with simulation and driving simulator.
• The tools and methods will be assessed in different 
types of vehicles and different manoeuvres.
• Methods to quantify the contribution of driving 
simulators in development processes.
• A system that facilitates DIL vehicle tuning during 
both real-time process and post-process.
• Case studies that prove the effectiveness of the 
procedure from different perspectives.
Deliverables
• To get subjective feedback from a driver earlier by using 
simulator.
• Reduce the use of early prototypes in the project.
• Reduce both time and cost.
• Potential of reducing the lead time for the concept phase with 
around 20 weeks.
• Reduce the cost on building prototypes.
• Other beneficials.
• Develop better technical solutions before the first test series.
• Allow quick comparison between different vehicle 
configurations and tunings of the chassis.
Main Benefits
This case study is cooperating with the research project 
Driving Stability of Passenger Vehicles under 
Crosswinds.
Case Study 1
• Continue developing the tools and methods
• Applying the tools and methods to the development 
processes
• Assessing the improvement of using the tools and 
methods in the development process
• Continue tuning models
• Writing the reports
• Final presentation
Outstanding Work
A DLC test with motion simulator
A simulation system has been developed based on IPG 
Carmaker as the simulation tool, and the Chalmers 
CASTER is being used as the motion driving simulator. 
The developed tools and methods have been applied in
case studies to assess the development process.
Tools and Methods
This case study is investigating parameters that infects
steering feels. 
Case Study 2
This case study is about tuning chassis for best vehicle
dynamics performance.
Case Study 3
Poster for SVEA Vehicle Dynamics Seminar 2021 2021/5/25 Issued by Lidong Wang
Poster: Propelled and steered converter dolly 
for more efficient shunting of semi-trailers on 
goods terminals, Neel Kachhawah and Clive 







❖Optimizing the terminal operating cycles (coupling and 
decoupling with semi-trailer) for time, energy and cost 
using i-Dolly.
❖Performing shunting operations at dry ports and local 
distribution of  semi-trailers more efficiently using i-
Dolly.
❖Replace the need for a driver for such repetitive and 
demanding maneuvers which can be automated with 
relative ease.
❖For small scale models, 
ArUco markers give 
heading and position 
of  i-Dolly and semi-
trailer.
❖With a ceiling mounted 
camera, it is analogous 
to GPS with accuracy 
within a few 
centimeters.
❖Using a set of  
waypoints, a smooth 
curve is generated 
between these points.
❖The equation of  the 
curve is a cubic 
polynomial.
i-Dolly
Direction of  
planned motion
❖Uses the center of  front 
axle for tracking.
❖Considers single track 
kinematic model.
❖Less computation 
compared to non-linear 
MPC.
❖Globally stable 
controller i.e. vehicle 
will return on path 
irrespective of  starting 
conditions.
Execution of  Reverse Maneuver for coupling i-Dolly with semi-tailer
Link to demonstration here
Poster: Evaluation of Active Rear Steering 
through Multi Body simulation, Gabriele 
Bertoli and Matteo Rossi, KTH 
 
 
Evaluation of Active Rear Steering 
through MultiBody simulation
GABRIELE BERTOLI and MATTEO ROSSI








Why should a vehicle have Active Rear Steering?
1. It improves maneuverability
✓ A tighter turning radius and a higher yaw-rate 
gain are achieved at low velocity.
2. It improves stability
✓ The damping of the vehicle is increased, thus
reducing the overshoot at high velocity.
✓ The side-slip angle can be kept close to zero.
3. It improves reactivity
✓ Lag between yaw-rate and lateral 
acceleration is reduced.
How should the rear wheels be steered?
A feedforward approach.
The simplest way An alternative possibility
Our tools
An interactive Graphical User Interface A MultiBody Simulation model
Gabriele Bertoli Matteo Rossi
WHO WE ARE:
The rear steer angle is function of front steer
angle and longitudinal velocity.
Better maneuverability, stability and agility are
already achieved by such a simple control logic.
For instance, the rear steer angle can be set to
minimise the side-slip angle.
The rear steer angle can also be function of the steering
frequency.
A desirable vehicle response can be defined as reference; for
instance, the one of a vehicle with its wheelbase increasing with
velocity.
Working with the transfer functions, the rear steer angle can be
set to make the vehicle follow the desired reference. It turns out
that the rear steer angle depends on the steering frequency too.
Such a result implies that for high-frequency inputs at the
steering wheel the rear wheels will steer more.
The disadvantage of this possibility, still under investigation, is
that the response of the vehicle becomes less linear and less
predictable.
On the one hand, a GUI has been designed
for a more efficient evaluation of Active Rear
Steering (ARS) effects.
Simple to use and easy to understand, this
tool allows the interactive comparison of
transfer functions and step responses of a
vehicle with and wihout ARS.
The GUI is based on a single track model
with linear and non-linear tyres. It allows to
analyse the yaw-rate, side-slip and lateral
acceleration in both frequency and time
domain.
On the other hand, an MBS model has been
developed from scratch.
Extremely detailed, plenty of data needed
and more complex to implement, but
the model can capture information
unavailable from a bicycle model,
such as internal forces and
compliance.
Furthermore, this model
allows to easily implement a control
logic in Simulink and carry out co-simulations.
In the model, bodies are rigid, connected
through complliant bushings and it adopts
MF-tyres.
